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Help your students prepare for effective maternity nursing practice! This updated 4th Edition of

Susan RicciÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s practical text provides students with the essential information they need to

care for women and their families, and also to assist them in making the right choices safely,

intelligently, and with confidence. With integrated case studies and nursing procedures throughout,

the text takes a nursing process approach, builds on previously mastered content, and includes

much that is new, including increased coverage of the cultural and global aspects of maternity and

womenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s health care. Ã‚Â KEY FEATURESRevised Unfolding Case Studies in every

chapter, now paired with patient photos, give students an opportunity to apply concepts to real-life

scenarios.Up-to-date Nursing Procedures provide clear, step-by-step explanations, along with

illustrations of variations in nursing care, to help students master vital skills.New Bringing It All

Together Case Studies begin in the end-of-chapter worksheets and unfold online, providing

extended opportunities for students to connect learning to practice.New! Concept Mastery Alerts

improve studentsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ understanding of potentially confusing topics as identified by

LippincottÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Adaptive Learning Powered by prepU.Updated Teaching Guidelines, now with

rationales, prepare students to educate families.Additional evidence-based research findings

promote evidence-based maternity nursing practice and interventions.More than 700 NCLEX-Style

Review Questions help students review important concepts and prepare for the NCLEX-RN.Ã‚Â 

This leading content is also incorporated into Lippincott CoursePoint+, a dynamic learning solution

that integrates this bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s curriculum, adaptive learning tools, virtual simulations, real-time

data reporting, and the latest evidence-based practice content together into one powerful student

learning solution. Lippincott CoursePoint+ improves the nursing studentsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ critical thinking

and clinical reasoning skills to prepare them for practice. Learn more at

www.NursingEducationSuccess.com/CoursePoint.
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The Kindle Edition is great! It speaks the text to me and I can adjust the speed! It's automatic, I don't

have to do anything. It's great for studying. I listen on my kindle fire, but often times I'll follow along

on my macbook pro, because it has the retina screen, so it's easier to read along and blow it up nice

and big, but for voice to text, kindle fire is awesome, but you need a kindle edition to do that.

Macbook pro is a major pain to do text to speak on.As far as this textbook is concerned, it's fine, you

just have to plow through all the fluff on breast-feeding. It's major over-kill and it is all over the book.

There are no answers to the end of the chapter questions that come with the book! So, unless you

buy it brand new and you have the code, you don't get the online questions, with answers and

rationales. Although, I got that code from my hardcover textbook, so I don't even know if you get it

with the kindle edition or not.

The book is OK, but online resources that are available by using the access code in the book are

HORRIBLE. NCLEX- style review questions would be helpful, but the answers absolutely differ from

the information in the book. The review is useless because you don't know if your answers are

correct. I have found many questions where I was answering correctly ( I have checked this in the

book), but they told me that my answers were wrong, and gave wrong answer as correct ones. Bad

bad bad

as per nursing school son, not enough assessment examples relevant to a challenging college 3rd

yr nursing course

I cannot believe I paid this much money for a book that is so contradictory to itself with so many

typos. If my grammar was this terrible in any of my nursing papers I would certainly get loads of

points taken off.

The book I received was new, no markings, and had the access code that my school wanted us to



get. and it was considerably cheaper compared to my schools price.

This is a great book especially when accompanied with the study guide.

Nice book, haven't started class yet
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